The first-order loop quantum gravity correction of the simplest, classical general relativistic Friedmann Hamiltonian constraint, emerging from a holomorphic spinfoam cosmological model peaked on homogeneous, isotropic geometries, is studied. A quantum Hamiltonian constraint satisfied by the EPRL transition amplitude between the boundary cosmological coherent states includes a contribution of the order of the Planck constant that also appears in the corresponding semiclassical, symplectic model. The analysis of this term gives a quantum-gravitational correction to the classical Friedmann dynamics of the scale factor yielding an insignificantly small deceleration contribution in the expansion of the universe. The robustness of the physical interpretation is established for arbitrary refinements of the boundary graphs. Also, mathematical equivalences between the semiclassical cosmological model and certain classical fluid and scalar field theories are explored.
Introduction
Bianchi, Rovelli and Vidotto have introduced a basic spinfoam model of quantum cosmology [1] .
They started their analysis from covariant loop quantum gravity as in [2, 3] , and computed the transition amplitude W between holomorphic, coherent quantum states of spacetime peaked on homogeneous, isotropic geometries. The model was truncated from the full quantum gravity Hilbert space H = Γ H Γ , with the sum running over abstract graphs Γ (i.e., a set of L links l and N nodes n including two relations s and t assigning source and target nodes to each link), down to a single graph space H Γ = L 2 SU (2) L /SU (2) N , choosing the graph Γ = ∂ C to be a dipole graph, and to a first-order vertex expansion of the two-complex C in the large volume limit, where the scale factor of the universe R is much larger than the Planck length l p ∼ 10 −35 m. The theory includes all states |Ψ that have support on subgraphs of Γ since they are already contained in H Γ . It loses states that need to be defined on larger graphs. This quantum regime approximation corresponds classically to a truncation of the degrees of freedom in general relativity to a finite level as given by the lowest modes of a mode expansion of the gravitational field on a compact space [4, 5] . Accordingly, the quantum-gravitational field is described by the interactions of a finite number of quanta of spacetime.
The transition amplitude W turned out to be in the kernel of a differential operator H, i.e., HW = 0, of which the classical limit is the Hamiltonian constraint of the flat Friedmannian cosmology in the absence of both a mass-energy content and a cosmological constant, describing the simplest but unphysical universe with a rather trivial dynamics. The operator H is the Friedmann operator plus a term proportional to . Here, this term as well as its physical implications and their robustness are studied. It is also shown that its dynamical effect is the same as that of an ultralight, irrotational, stiff, perfect fluid matter content filling a classical universe [6, 7] . Furthermore, a mathematical correspondence between a stiff fluid and a scalar field, as demonstrated in [8] , links the quantum correction to an effective, massless, real scalar field.
Of course, the Bianchi-Rovelli-Vidotto (BRV) model depends on the specific assumptions made for the truncation of the degrees of freedom. This work is not meant to clarify, much less to solve the conceptual issues raised by these assumptions. Only the physics of the results of the BRV model is analyzed. Further, it is important to stress that the BRV model includes new degrees of freedom beyond that of standard cosmology because the geometry of the triangulation used in the construction of the two-complex C captures more degrees of freedom of the classical metric than just the scale factor [4, 5] . While the quantum-gravitational states are peaked on homogeneous and isotropic geometries, inhomogeneous and anisotropic degrees of freedom, fluctuating around zero, are also taken into account. Therefore, the effect studied can be viewed either as a result of the quantum theory, or the extra classical degrees of freedom, or both.
Semiclassical Friedmannian cosmology
A semiclassical cosmological theory is derived, based on the loop quantum gravity BRV spinfoam model, allowing for an analysis of the emergent physics of a particular spinfoam model of quantum cosmology in an effective setting. The corresponding first-order quantum correction to the classical Friedmann Hamiltonian constraint is found by making use of the fact that the Euclidean EPRL transition amplitude W between different homogeneous, isotropic, coherent quantum-gravitational states of spacetime is annihilated by a quantum Hamiltonian constraint operator H which gives a semiclassical phase space formulation in a suitable limit. It is this symplectic model that leads to a first-order quantum-geometry-corrected Friedmann Hamiltonian constraint. The validity and robustness of the results presented in this study is tested afterward within the Lorentzian framework for arbitrary refinements of regular (i.e., all nodes have the same valency), abstract boundary graphs.
The EPRL model [2] defines transition amplitudes Z C associated to a given two-complex in the Euclidean theory given by
where 
which are defined as integrals on SU(2) with U l ∈ SU(2), H l ∈ SL(2,C) and the analytic continuation K t of the heat kernel function on SU(2) to SL(2,C). Explicitly, the holomorphic representation of the Euclidean vertex amplitude reads
where
is the analytic continuation of the Wigner matrix of the spin-j l representation of SU (2) to SL(2,C),
is the Wigner matrix of the spin-(j (4) and Y is a map gluing these matrices of different dimensions together. The transition amplitude (3) in the BRV cosmological model between two homogeneous, isotropic, coherent states [1, 9] is given by
where the parameter t is a measure for the spread of the Gaussian, N = −4iπ 2 N 0 /t 3 is a constant factor which is derived in detail in [1, 12] , and z j are two complex variables, with j ∈ {i = initial, f = final}, reading
The functions c j = γṘ j and p j = R 2 j are the loop quantum cosmology canonical variables that depend on the standard cosmology scale factor R j and its derivativeṘ j with respect to a cosmological time parameter T [10, 11] . The constants α and β or rather their product is going to be fixed in the course of this section. The transition amplitude (4) can be factorized
with the functions
These fulfill the (stationary) Schrödinger-like operator equation
which describes the curvature of the graph of each of the functions W j and, therefore, constitutes an evolution equation. The index j is, from now on, suppressed for convenience. The semiclassical limit of this quantum constraint can be found using the following heuristic reasoning. A classical dynamical system can be defined by a triple (M, ω, H) with the 2m-dimensional (phase) space M, with the coordinates q i and the momenta p i , the symplectic two-form ω = dp i ∧ dq i and the Hamiltonian H.
Considering a one-dimensional system with configuration variable q = z and conjugated momentum p q = p z = −z/t, one obtains the symplectic structure ω = 1 t dz ∧ dz and {z,z} = −t.
The corresponding quantum theory, satisfying the fundamental commutator
is, therefore, given by the correspondence principle
In this representation, z and z are multiplicative and derivative operators, respectively. By means of this correspondence principle, the transition from the quantum constraint equation (8) to a semiclassical, symplectic theory of the form
is realized. In terms of the scale factor and its derivative, this equation leads to a first-order quantumgeometry-corrected, semiclassical Friedmann Hamiltonian constraint
where l p = √ G is the Planck length. The solution of the first-order quantum Friedmann Hamiltonian constraint Eq.(14), i.e., the scale factor R(T ), is found by a simple integration with respect to the cosmological time T , and reads
The undetermined constant λ 0 can be subsequently defined by imposing initial conditions on the cosmology. It should be noted that the semiclassical scale factor does not depend on the parameter t which is originally used in the coherent states. It is not entering the final result because the dependence on t is "absorbed" into the symplectic structure (9) due to the special choice of the conjugated momentum p z = −z/t. In the classical limit l p → 0, one recovers the well-known result R(T ) = λ 1/3 0 = const. from cosmological studies in the context of pure gravity without matter which is, in the large volume limit, just flat space. Since the BRV quantum-cosmological model includes fluctuations of the inhomogeneous and anisotropic degrees of freedom, the scale factor modification presented in (15) can either be seen as being of quantum origin, or to be due to the extra degrees of freedom introduced in the BRV model, or both.
Robustness of the semiclassical cosmological model
By appropriately including higher-order contributions in the graph and vertex expansions to improve the accuracy of the truncations, one would naturally expect to obtain changes regarding the transition amplitude and, thus, for the semiclassical model. However, [13] provides a procedure in the Lorentzian EPRL spinfoam model to recover more degrees of freedom by refining the complex, indicating that the form of the quantum-gravitational correction in the semiclassical limit does not depend on those refinements of the boundary graphs.
In particular, the BRV cosmological model was generalized to the Lorentzian EPRL model with spinfoam transition amplitudes
for any regular, abstract boundary graph with arbitrary numbers of nodes N and links L. The
Lorentzian vertex amplitude W v is defined as an integral over SL(2,C). The first-order vertex expansion of the transition amplitude between homogeneous, isotropic, coherent states in this setting reads 
Restricting the analysis to first-order quantum-gravitational corrections in the large scale limit and using the correspondence principle
one obtains the following semiclassical equation
which in terms of the scale factor and its derivative is given bẏ
The solution to this differential equation yields
The extended effective dynamics as stated above for arbitrary refinements of the boundary graphs 
The physical quantity ρ is the energy density, P is the isotropic pressure and (u µ ) = (1, 0, 0, 0) is the fluid's four-velocity in a comoving, inertial frame. Then, the (0, 0)-component and the trace of the Einstein equations are leading to the independent Friedmann equations
respectively. The equation for mass-energy conservation can be obtained by differentiation of Eq. (24) with respect to the time parameter and by substituting the result into the second Friedmann equation
In the special case of a stable, ultralight, irrotational, stiff, perfect fluid being present as matter content [6, 7] , the general perfect fluid equation of state
with an extremal equation of state parameter w = 1. This is the largest value consistent with causality, e.g., the speed of sound of the fluid equals the speed of light. The energy density ρ as a function of the scale factor, as implied by the mass-energy conservation equation (26) for such an exotic fluid, is given by
which, reinserted into Eq.(24), leads, after some basic algebraic manipulations, to the following differential equation
This equation matches the form of the semiclassical Hamiltonian constraint equation (21), hence, revealing a similarity between the quantum-gravitational contribution H Qu. and the presence of an ultralight, irrotational, stiff, perfect fluid, with ρ 0 = 32πl 4 p (2L − 5) 2 /(3L 2 G), in a flat Friedmannian cosmology without cosmological constant. It is noteworthy that this particular fluid corresponds to a massless, real scalar field (for a detailed discussion of the local correspondence between this fluid and the scalar field see [8] and references therein) which can be shown as follows. One begins with combining the energy-momentum tensor (23) and the extremal equation of state (28) yielding
Since the four-velocity u is irrotational, i.e.,
it can be written in terms of a future-pointing, timelike gradient of a real scalar field
The energy-momentum tensor (31) becomes
Meeting the energy-momentum conservation condition ∇ µ T µν = 0, the scalar field ψ satisfies a massless, minimally coupled wave equation
While the equivalences presented here are mathematical similarities between the semiclassical cosmological model, the fluid picture and the scalar field theory and merely demonstrate that different matter couplings and quantum-geometrical contributions can have the same physical effects, the resemblance between the semiclassical Friedmannian cosmology and the scalar field model in particular, strengthens nonetheless the position that a scalar field can be interpreted, in the sense of an effective theory, as a semiclassical approximation to some more general quantum field, given, in this context, by the cosmological BRV model.
Conclusions
Spinfoam cosmology is a subject of increasing interest. The work done so far has successfully high- Further studies of spinfoam models with quantum matter sources are necessary to describe realistic scenarios in quantum cosmology. Applying a semiclassical approximation scheme as presented here may lead to the determination of more precise theoretical limits for astrophysical quantities, like the Hubble parameter, for comparison with experiments and to an explanation of the concept of dark energy in terms of loop quantum gravity modifications. Also, it would be interesting to investigate potential connections of the semiclassical cosmological model, especially the fluid equivalence, to superfluid vacuum theories, an approach in theoretical physics and quantum mechanics, where the fundamental, physical vacuum is considered to be a superfluid.
